In Resistance Writing Brainstorm

Stories connect us with the world because each of us has a unique story of our own.

Using the suggested prompts, write about how your story has taught you resistance. Think in terms of social justice, What are you willing to stand for? This can be a personal conviction or conviction you have for your community.

Possible Topics:
- Your proudest moment standing up for yourself
- When you learned an important lesson about differences
- The time you felt as though you could not challenge an injustice
- Proud moment standing up for someone else
- An observation of a time you wanted to resist

Answer the following questions in 2-3 sentences:

what are you in resistance of, why?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

How did you know you had to stand up or would like to stand up for your cause?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

What would happen if you or others were silent?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

How will you be the agent of change?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Why is this story significant to you? what is your call to action?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
A Poet, Dominique Christina, said she writes in resistance to being misnamed further. Use the writing prompts to expand on what you are in resistance to.

In resistance to...

I stand because...

I speak when

I learned this conviction by...

if we choose silence..

we can change by

__________ is a call to action, lets..